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In Our 0th Year

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, April 19, 1968

Yard Of The
Month For
.461 Named

Voris Pickard
Passes Away
On Thursday

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXIX No. 9:4-

Hanoi Claims Sites
For Negotiations
Advantage For U. S.

The Garden Department of
.° Voris Pickard of Lynn Grove
the Murray Woman's Club is
was claimed by death yesterContinuing its yard of the
day at one p.m. at the Murraymonth selection, an activity
Calloway County Hospital. He
started last year.
was 63 years of age and his
Chosen for this honor for
death followed an extended
the month of April is the yard
illness.
of Mr. and Mrs_ Harty CulpepThe deceased was employed
per, Glendale Road. Their specas a salesman for the Blanken'
,
bus well groomed yard is highship Auto Parts. He was a
lighted by groupings of red
member of the Williams Chaemperor tulips against a backpel Church of Christ.
ground of evergreen shrubs
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Revival services will begin
and white brick wall. Along
Ruth Pickard of Lynn Grove; at the Flint Baptist Church on
one side of the curved driveone son, Bobby Frank Pickard, Sunday, April 21, and continue
way is a border of creeping
and two grandchildren, Craig through Sunday April 28, with
phlox and purple heather.
NEW NURSES — These are the 16 new
and Julie Lynn Pickard, all of Rev. Robert Herring, pastor 6i MOSCOW (UPI) — The Sov- the Americans an unfair adBurnett, Shirley Garland, Betty Little and
Mr. and Mrs. Culpepper take
practical nurses who recently completed an
liuntsville, Ala.; one sister, tite--Mississippi Baptist Church, iet prest quoted "Hanoi cir- vantali.
Martha Burnette; front row, Mrs. Joan Mayj
core of their yard and
111-week basic training at the Murray School
'Mts Lorene Townsend of May- as the evangelist.
last year received honorable
instructor; Hazel Robinson, Audrey Hendee,
cles" today as saying the 10
The
dispatch
castigated
of Practical Nursing. From left, In the beck
field Route One; one brother, Services will be held each negotiations sites proposed by Americas desire that U.S. allies
ra mention .
Elsie Smith, Lena Metcalfe, Elizabeth Maths
row, are Francis Norwood, George Hall,
Eldridge Pickard of. Lynn -evening at 740 p.m: -The song he United States would
is, Karen Herndon and Mrs. Joyce Morrisee,
Mr. Culpepper is employed
in the Vietnam /Isar attend the
James Owen and Eva Wilson; center row.
Grove Route One.
service will be in charge of
by Rickman and Norsworthy
instructor.
talks.
Ratty Thompson, Sandra McPherson, Rachel
Funeral services have been the William B. Miller with Mrs.
and Mrs. Culpepper, the former
"In the opinion of Hanoi obscheduled for Saturday at 2:30 Junior Garrison at the piano.
Nell Dunn, daughter of Mrs.
servers," Tess said, "this new
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Everyone is welcome to atHallet Dunn of Murray, is emAmerican condition is aimed
Churchill Funeral Home with tend the services, according to
ployed at The Cherry's. They
at delaying contacts with the
the
pastor,
Rev.
Bro.
RoWillfb
JohnBro.
Aude
McKee
and
formerly resided in Royal Oak,
Democratic Republic of Vietson,
bert Usrey officiating.
Mich.
natn.Pallbearers
will
be
Perry
Mrs. J. B. Wilson is chairThird Answer
Cam- Hendon, Billy Murdock, CharlDavid H. Irwin of New Conman of the Garden DepartIt was the third time that an
The Western Kentucky Paw
selected
to
apcord,
has
been
es 'Caldwell, Carvis Sanders,
_ oinent.
American overture on a venue
•4
eral Directors Association electpear in the 1968 edition of Ottis Patton, and Clifford MilWinner's of the awards last ed new officers at Its
for the talks was answered by
Sixteen students
eon:
.
meeting
Leaders
of
Community
ler.
year were Mr. and Mrs. Cle- held Thursday evening at
WASHINGTON
the pleted the 18 weeks of basic ica. Other recipients of this
(UPI)
— Tess in an officially-inspired
Interment will be in the Murburne
Adams, North
classroom laboratory 10th
phese _of
Funeral services for Robert Phone lines •end cables were story from Maki. Despite open
Irvin Cobb, Paducah.
Governors,Amer.Hotl Unit. ray Memorial Gardens with the
honor
include
Street, April; Mr. and Mrs.
American irritation at this
Bill Peak of Roberta Funeral training in the Murray School
State Senators and Congress- arrangements by the J. H. Bailey Anderson, 22-year-old reported slashed in three states
Freed Cotham, Story Avenue, Home, Mayfield, was elected of Practical Nursing. The cap- ed
college student, were held to- today as the first nationwide practice, both the Soviets and
of the various states.
men
Churchill Funeral Home where day at 2 p.m. at Trinity EpisMay; Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hen- president; Jesse Collier, Ben- ping ceremony was conducted
telephone strike in 21 years the North Vietnamese appearpublication
includes friends may call.
The
don, Johnson Boulevard, June; ton, first vice-president; Farris in the Murray-Calloway County
copal Church in Fulton.
entered its second day. Union ed willing to continue using
many citizens such,as educat
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Swann, Boyd, Salem, second vice-pried- Hospital.
Res -Robert Burchell of Mur- officials said their members Tass as a channel of communors, leading businessmen, memHamilton Avenue. July; Mr. dent; W. K. Hunt, Marion, sergThis class is operated by the
ray officiated with burial in were not responsible for the ication.
NOW YOU KNOW
bers of state legislative bodies,
and Mrs. Hillard Rogers, Card- oent-at-arms; Harvey Johnson, Tilghman
Another Tass dispatch from
Area
Vocationalcut lines.
leaders,
elecby
United
Press
civic and political
International peirview Cemetery.
inal Drive, August; Mr. and Fulton, secretary.
Hanoi earlier today quoted the
Technical School and affiliated
death
was
ruled
Anderson's
Joseph
A.
Bierne,
president
ted leaders of various political
The Celts were a barbarian
naira. William Harvey, North
Hanoi newspaper, Nhan Dan,
Calloway
Ex directors were named in- iiith the Murray
subdivisions, farmers, minist people who inhabited most of a suicide by Don Chaney, Ful- • of the Communications Work20th Street. September.
cluding Bill Britton of the J. county Hospital for Clinical era, officers of various trade Western Europe 500 years be- ton County coroner, Wednes- ers of American CWA, said as saying the Johnson adminH. Churchill Funeral Home of practice It is being conducted organizations, leading sports fore the birth of Christ. Their day. Young Anderson, accord- "We know none of our union istration has failed to show
under the Manpower Develop
Back Paipiti
Murray.
members
aebm
ota
be
g„areengaged in acts'of (Continued
figures, and many other indi- descendants now live in Ire- ing to Fulton police, was found sm
More than 100 funeral direct- ment and Training Act
viduals who, because of past and, western Scotland, Wales hanged in the basement of his
The class is designed to reors, their wives, and guests at•
achievements are recognized and Cornwall in England, and mother's home at 301 West St. "CWA doesn't condone acts
lieve the acute nursing shortabout 8 p.m. Wednesday.
tended the banquet.
like that," Beirne said. "It is
as community leaders of Amer Brittany in France.
age disc to the emphasis on our
not only wrong but that no
tra
Medicare program and growing
such act even ended a strikenursing home and hospital faby as much as a minute earlier.
Work was started this week
cilities throughout the nation.
Phone cables were reported
by the Kentucky Highway DeFive Western Kentucky counsevered in New Jersey, Indiana
partment at the intersection of
ties are represented in tide
and Ohio as more than 200,000
12th and Main Streets.
class, whose members are
Bell Telephone System and
The wider turning areas have
Funeral services for Arnie
Francis Norwood, Hardin;
Western Electric Co. workers
been started with the construcGeorge Hall. Princeton; James Wilkerson. former resident of
continued to strike for higher
tion on the southwest corner
Owen, Murray, Eva Wilson, Browns Grove. will be held
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
wages. They walked out at
by the former R H Falwell
Saturday at two p.m at the
Fancy Farm:
Mrs. Martha Dell Sanders, an
midday Thursday.
place. The Falwell garage had
An
ALBANY.
Ga.
(UPI/
—
Church.
Methodist
Lynn
Grove
far
west
been
destroyed
as
had
Betty
Thompson. Murray;
To most telephone users, English teacher at Paducah
to be moved to make room for
Burial will be in the Bazzell estimated 6.000 to 7,000 hogs as Ashburn.
A two car accident occurred Sandra McPherson, Mayfield;
there was little outward evid- Tilghman High School, will be
the widening of the street.
south
destroyed
in
have
been
Cemetery.
destroyinspection
crew
One
Rachel Burnett, Mayfield, ShirTraffic at this intersection is Thursday at 335 p in. in front
Wilkerson. age 87, died Wed- Georgia in an effort to halt ed more than 100 hogs Wed- ence that a strike was on. Au- installed tonight as president
ley Garland. Mayfield; Betty
„. congested and especially when of the Bunny Bread Place on Little, Paducah; Martha Bur- nesday at Phoenix, Arizona.
the spread of hog cholera of- nesday on a single farm in Er- tomated dial telephone opera- of the Kentucky Education Association.
persons are attempting to make East Main Street, according to
Survivors are his wife, Flora; ficials fear may grow into an win County Three work crews tions were not hampered.
acne,
Mayfield;
Farris
of
the
Elizabethtown School Supt.
Calls that require a teleleft turns With turning lanes Patrolman W A
two daughters, Mrs. Cleatos epidemic_
other
Thursday
in
busy
were
Paducah;
Hazel
Robinson,
phone operat7sistance — T. K. Stone, outgoing president,
for the traffic, it is hoped the Murray Police Department.
The loss in possible market- counties.
and Mrs. James Page;
Byrd
Hendon,
Murray;
Elsie
Audrey
Police said Alvin Monroe
person-to- told a KEA session Thursday
traffic will be less congested
one son, Perry Wilkerson, two able pork has already hit
In Atlanta, a veterinarian collect, credit
Jones, 915 Coldwater Road, Smith, Mayfield; Lena Metcalfe,
night that he regretted that the
more
at the intersection.
sisters. Mrs. Connie Hall and $100,000.
Department of person — we
U.S.
with
the
Benton,
Elizabeth
Mathis,
Bete
iriving a 1963 Plymouth four
Federal and state agriculture Agriculture described the dis- affected, although management issue of professional negotiaMrs Maggie Sheridan, three
ton,
and
Karen
Hendon,
May.
heir sedan, was backing out
great authorities have sent in teams ease as a virus infection of the personnel tried to handle these tions had split the organization
seven
grandchildren;
rom the Bunny Bread Place field.
in recent months.
of inspectors in the Douglas. blood stream. It is not trans- duties.
grandchildren.
and hit the 1967 Pontiac two
claimed
Delegates to the KEA conUnion
officials
and
Bainbridge mittable to humans nor other
Byrn Funeral Home of Blackshear
The
door that was stopped on Main
is in charge of the areas in an intensified effort to animals although humans could "nearly a 100 per cent" turn- vention were to elect officers
Mayfield
Street waiting for the traffic
out on picket lines across the at today's final session. Dr.
arrangements and friends may control the disease. '
become carriers.
Members of the Murray-Cal- in front of him to move.
nation.
Kenneth Estes, of Owensboro,
Thursday
Officials
reported
there.
the
call
Hughes
said
Dr.
Clinton
will
loway County Shrine Club
The Pontiac was driven by
was unopposed for presidentappeared
to
be
that
the
disease
blood
from
the
spreads
cholera
Sunsell the shrine paper on
Ronald J Robinson of Puryear,
elect, and Mrs. Ruth Reeves, of
quaranspreading.
A
statewide
organs
and
eivital
stream
to
day, April 21, with the pro- Tenn., Route One, and was hit
CORRECTI'ON
Ashland, was the only candidtine has been in effect for six ther becomes acute or chronic.
ceeds to go to the Shrine Crip- in the right door and quarter
ate for vice president.
days.
become
"weak
hogs
Infected
The burned car that had
pled Children's Hospital in panel by the Jones' car, acThe nearly 12,000 teachers
been stolen from Union 'City, The first cases of hog chol- and Wobbly" on their feet and
Lexington.
cording to the police. Damage
attending the convention ThursDonald Cederlund, Field Reera were discovered only a few o off their feed. Hughes said.
Road blocks will be at sev- to the Jones car was on the presentative for the National Tenn., was found by G. C. Burday approved a $7 dues inweeks ago in Coffee and Er- The disease is fatal and the
eral intersections in Murray.
left rear fender.
crease, boosting annual dues to
Association of Home Builders, keen on his farm instead of win Counties Since then the nly way to halt is to isolate
Joe Burkeen as listed in the
and Charles Andrews, District
State Department of AgriculThe Murray-Calloway Caaunty $23. The KEA had sought a $9
Sales Manager of Landy Publi- story in Thursday's issue of ture said that infected hogs (Continued on Back Pacie
Civil Defense, Rescue Squad hike.
the
Ledger
&
Times.
cations .were guest speakers at
The delegates also approved
dispatched its brush fire truck
the Murray-Calloway County
to Almo last night at 7:15 to a resolution providing for the
Builders Association's special
extinguish a blazing automo- KEA, beginning in June, not
to accept members who are not
Board of Directors meeting
bile.
The Calloway County Riding
Thursday, April 18.
The interior of the vehicle, affiliated with the National EdClub will ride at the Calloway
The meeting was called to
a 1959 Ford, was completely ucation Association.
County Fairgrounds on Sunday,
order by the president, Mae
gutted before the fire truck
April 21, at two p.m if the
Lynn Dunn and Jryne Scott, Fitts, who introduced the guest
arrived. The fire was quickly
weather will permit.
members of the Calloway Counput out and the motor and,
All members are urged to at- ty 4-H Teen Club, are among speakers.
former
reLeon D. Cowan, a
Cederlund, while making his
tend.
has served as president, and body of the car were salvage181 4-H older members from field survey, consented grac- sident of Murray and sister of
area Governor of District 59. able.
Admissions, April 16 and 17
Kentucky attending the Ken. iously to attend the Board of Mrs. Adell Johnson of 503
Member and past president of Before the rescue squad ye
Mrs Elizabeth Stout, Route
lucky Older Youth Conference Directors Meeting. He enligh- South 2nd Street. Murray, has
'
11
S.P.E.B.S.Q.S.A . Inc,. the chor- hide' amved, the road east 1. Murray; . Mrs. Marguerite
in Washington, D. c. at the tened the home builder of the been promoted to the position
from
Almo
had
remained
blockus of the Comstock (In case
Mourgan, Route 4, Murray:
National 4-H Center `This is role he plays in, the National of teacher supervisor by the
you would like to know the in- ed for fear the gas tank on the Miss Phyllis Elkiris„' 1307 So.
being held this week.
Association. The main topic Gamma Psi Chapter of Phi Delburning
car
Caned P.••••• Ist,ersolionlal
might
explode.
itials are Society for the Pre8, Murray, E. E. Cqllie, Route
The program for the confer- was: ",How has the Association ta Kappa Educational Fraternservation and Encouragement
2, Murray, len. Dorothy Garence is planned especially for helped me"
ity, University of Nevada.
of, Barbershop Quartet Singing
land, 1658 CallowaY, Murray:
West iientucky — Consider- 4-H'ers who are freshmen or
Andrews had been asked to Cowan has been employed at
in America). Past member of
Bobby Boyd. 1631 Pelson, Murable cloudiness and mild with sophomores in high school. It promote a
new magazine fet Stewart High School, Carson
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
ray. Mrs. -Nancy Olive, Route
scattered showers and a few will ,give these young people lure for the home
builder. Un- City, Nevada, since September
Currently President of the Car1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Mrs.
thundershowers this afternoon advanced citizenship leader- der this new
program the Build- 1951.
son City Organ Club.
Lula Miller. Route 4, Murray;
and tonight ending late Satur- ship training that they can pass ers
He earned the Bachelor of
Association plan to perThe regular ladies day lun- Mrs. Ida Barbee. 213 Elm. MurAfter completing his interday then turning cooler Satur- on to other 4-H members and form
a better service for the Arts Degree at Fisk University,
ship training in counseling, cheon will be served at the ray; Mrs. Patricia Page. Kirkday night. High this afternoon to their high school classes.
members with a publication Nashville, Tennessee in 1950
group dynamics and psychoth- Calloway County Country Club wood. Murray: Henry Thomas.
In 80s Winds variable 5 to 10
Major speakers during the that will be of more benefit to and the Master of Arta Degree
erapy at the Nevada State Pri71 on Wednesday, April 24. at Route 2, Murray. Mrs. Ina Todd
ufiles per hour Lows tonight week are Charles Vetter, U.S. the
from
1955.
the
same,
school
in
community as well.
son Cowan continued volunteer noon.
and baby girl. Route 2. Murin 603 High Saturday in 70s Department of State, Tom WesLeen D. Cowan
All the members present Cowan has continued Post GraMrs. Ed Diuguid is chairman ray; Mrs Frances Swift .and
eviunseling for rehabilitation
to low 80s Probability of show- sel, Smithsonian Institute plus
University
duate
work
at
the
sound the meeting both inforada.
and riot control from 1959 to :if the hostesses committee. baby boy, Route 5, Mayfield:
ers today and tonight 80 per staff members of the National
mative and interesting, and of Nevada and the University
Phi Delta Kappa is proud 1964. The Warden said, ". . Other hostesses are Mesdames Aubrey Rutland, Route 1, Dexcent decreasing and ending 4-H Foundation Topics include everyone is
of
Utah.
looking forward to
and honored to have Mr. Co- he walks and works among Wayne Doran, Glenn Doran, T. ter; Mrs. Almeda Holsapple,
late Saturday. Outlook for Sun- "Responsibilities of Freedom", ihe
He was initiated into the wan as one of its outstanding
next general meeting on
murderers and thieves without C. Doran. M. C. Ellis. W. C. El 302 Broad Street, Murray., Mrs.
day — Partly cloudy and con- "Communications Factors in May
fraternity in 1962 and sew, im- men in community service, and fear. They respect him and re- king. Leon Collie, and Stub Virginia Walker, Route 4, Mur6th. Fitts said.
tinued mild with chance 01 Leadership" and "Updating our
mediately elected Chapter His- leadership. He woks tirelessly
•
ray; Mrs. Dorothy Dunn, 815
.19 his pro.graip_ with Wilson.
showers by afternoon.
—
Heritage".
torian, writing the first chap- in the following organizations: spond
All members are urged to ShaWa Circle, Murray; William
futpride
and hope for the The group will meet with
ters of the organization's his- Stewart Community
attend
and
to
Church ure . .
•make their re- Perry. 518 ,Broad Street. MurSHOW TONIGHT
the Kentucky Senators and Retory. Phi Delta Kappa is an in- (Baptist), Deacon and Moderaray. Hayden Rickman,' 1002
_ Cowan remembers his exper- servations by Monday.
Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m 357.1, prese„etatives at a Kentucky
ternationa) professional frater- tor (Moderator of the Pyrvnid
Walput, Murray. Mrs. Marie
iences serving a part of "shutdown 0.2; below dam 312.2, Congressional Banquet to be
A Country Music Show will nity for men in education, orAssociation of Churches of Nor- in humanity" as one of his most
Oglesby, 1604 Calloway, Mur
down 1.5.
EXECUTIVE BOARD
held Friday, April 19. They will be presented tonight (Friday) ganized to promote the ideals thern California and
Nevada in interesting' exaeriences, lie
ray, James V Pickard, Lynn
Barkley Lake: 7 a m 357.1, visit the capitol, the State De- at 7.30 p.m, at the I.ynn Grove of research, service and lead,Miss Alta,Jones, Route
down 0.1, below dam 321.4, partment, Arlington Cemetery, Elementary School, sponsored' ership. The largest of its Wit 1963). Member of Board of Dir• says ". . . you haven't really
The executive board of the Grovel
ectors of Washoe County Reha- lived and experienced life and Kirksey
down 1.1.
Elementary
School 1, Hardin: Mrs Dorothy GuthGoddard Space Resehrch Cen- by the PTA Local bands will In the world with 100.000 meinuntil
potre you Parent-Teacher Association will ene. Route 4, Murray, Mrs
theonitozedofon
be featured. The public is urg- hers in 243 chapters through- bilitation. Critter (.11alf Way ic.
Sunrise 3.18. sunset 6•35.
House). Toastmasters Interns
(Continued on Back Paint)
ed to attend_
Moon rose 1 .34 am.
meet Monday, April 22, at 9:30 Evelyn Smith. Highway 444,
out the United States and Can- tional of Carson ,Citer ahem he
a m at the school.
!Continued on Back Parr/

Revival Services
To Begin Sunday
At Flint Church

Difficult Time Is Seen In
Arriving At Proper Place
eve

Bill Britton Is
Named Director
Of Association

Nursing Class
16Completed

David lrwin Named
In Leaders Edition

Robert Anderson
Rites Are Today

Nationwide
Strike Hits •
Bell System

Widening Started
At Intersection
Of 12th & Main

Accident Is
Reported On
Thursday

Wilkerson Rites
Will Be Saturday

Mrs. Martha
Dell Sanders
KEA Head

Over 6,000 Hogs Destroyed
In Effort To Halt Cholera

Shrine Club Will
Conduct Project

Builders Here
Hold Meeting

Calloway Riding
•Club
Meets Sunday

Students At
Conference

Rescue Squad
Puts Out Fire

Leon Cowan, Former Murrayan, Promoted
To Position Of Teacher Supervisor

Hospital Report

RATHER REPORT

Luncheon Planned
At Calloway Club
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PrTosed Ordinance

PUSLIIIIMILD by =DOZE & TOMS PVIO
Conaolldation at the Murray Ledger, TWOAway
The TInsee-lieiraid, October 30. 11136 and lbs West
January 1, 1143
NE N. Rib Streak Murray, Keeteaky

NOTICE
The public will take notice
that the Zoning and Planning
We reserve the right to reject any Adverng. Loners to theI.
Commission of City of Murray,
ar Public Vatoe Moss Mk& In our opinson, are
Oine man's dog may be another tnen argue that you haye -accepted- Kentucky, has recommended
not for the hela
Interest of our readers.
man's nuisance. If you are disturbed the situation by your acqusescenoe. to the Common Connell that
by your neighbor's dog (or dogs),
Rut chances are that the
the zoning change incorporated
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVIS: WALLACE WITME
court
R 00., Isis and if complaints don't help, you would not
penalize you for being in the hereinafter written ordMadison Am, Memphis, T.Time & Ut. Ridi..
New Tart. N.Y,. might consider another possibilit
inance be adopted by City of
y'. patient Your complaint
Staigiensan Bldg.. Detroit, Mk&
a court order to abate the nuisance. be turned down merely wouldn't Murray, so as to
become a part
because
Ilneenict se the Poet Office, lEurray.
What
does
the
law
you
say
in
such
held hack for a reasonable of its original Zoning OrdinEantasolty, for tinumsbalon ao
cases?
Second Case Matter
time, in the hope of finding
some ance. The Common Council of
By and large, it is sympathetic solution short of the
City of Murray, Kentucky, will
SUBSCRIPTION RAT: By choice In Murray.
courthouse.
per week Mks. per
What if the neighbor was
month 11.10. In Calloway and actiolnhig
already hold a public hearing concernmamas, per Y. mat
living there-with his dog-before ing said recommendation in the
Zones 1 & 1. MAO; Ziaawhere 411.00. Ali service
wthearthnons SUR
you moved in! That, too, is not Council Chambers, City
Muni'The Otelstandbig Ctirla Mad el• Commsw
enough grounds to bar your com- cipal Building. Murray,
Ey•the
Ken- By United Press International
Isiegrita git II Nemapaper
plaint His being there first does tucky, on the 9th
day of May,
National 1.41•9r•
; not Doe him a permanent right-to 1968, at the
hour of 7:90 o'clock
lrRIDAY - APRIL 19, 1968
be-noisy. regardless of the feelings
W. L. Pct, GB
p. m. All citizens are invited
of newcomers to the street
714 5
2
to appear and express their re- Houston
St. Louis 5
625 a
3
On the other hand, you won't spective opinions.
Pittsburgh 4
get far in court with a complai
667
2
nt
By urarno MESS LNVERNATIONAL,
that reflects your own unusual sen4
3 .571 1
ORDINANCE NUMBER -,San Fran
sitivity rather than the dog's un3 .571 1
FOUR MERIf.AN MIGRANT WORKERS SLAIN Herman Richter.
BEING AN ORDINANCE FUR- Cincinnati 4
NEW YORK - Linda LeClair, the blonde coed Who
usual behavior The law of nuisance
Atlanta
4 4 .500 la
raheriff of Val Verde, Tex., County, examine,' the body of
THER
battled the housing code at Barnard College by hying
AMEND
ING
ZONING
is a law of moderation
4.29 2
New York 3 4
--tailored to ORDINANCE NUMBE
boy, one of four Mexican mig-rant workers beaten and
on campus with her boyfriend, saying she will explain
R
333
OF
people of average dispositions, not
Los Angeles 3 4
429 2
to the person who is subjected to an
stabbed to death along a two-mile stretch of Southwest
to those with jumpy nerves or trig- CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- Chicago
her action to the college president:
286 3
2
5
excessive amount of canine clamor
Texas Highway
Two children survived, one shot and one
TUCKY, SO AS TO REZONE
ger tempers.
"I'll give my opinion, but she's not going to like It" "Dogs in neighbor
250 3%
2 6
a
's yard may
stabbed, both critically
A CERTAIN ZONING DISTRICT Philo
In one case a disgnintled home
Thursday's Results
murder sleep: observed one judge.
AS SHOWN ON ZONING MAP
JAILBREAK FOILED
CAM RANH BAY, Vietnam - Patrick Nugent, Preili- "and destroy the reasonable enjoy- owner, in court about a neighbor's ATTAC
Fran 5 New York 3
HED TO ORDINANCE San
MANILA ttPtl - Police shot
RIVIERA SHOCK
dogs,
was
countere
d
by
ment
several
Atlanta 5 Chicago 3
of
a
home."
wit- NUMBER
dent Johnson's eon-in-law, now working ass an airman
333
AND MADE A Cincinna
Thus, a suburban family won an nesses for the defense. Although
ti 4 St Louis 3. 12 inns. and killed five prisoners today
on a munitions maintenance crew:
PART
THERE
OF BY REFERas they attempted to escape
injunction against the owner of a these witnesses lived as close to the
(Only games scheduled)
"Everybody has a job to do here and I'm just trying
ENCE: AND AMENDING ZONIMPERIA, Italy 1101 - An
from a precinct station in MaGerman shepherd dog whose furi- Jogs as he did, not one of them
Taday's Probable Pitchers
ING
to do my share."
MAP ATTACHED TO AND
nila's Santa Ana district. Po- earth tremor rolled through a
ous barking awakened them regu- found the barking the least bit anTimes (EST)
All
MADE
A PART OF ZONING
40-mile stretch of the Italian
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SANDERS GARDEN CENTER

1

Located One Mile From Five Point
s On Mayfield Highway
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NO1111
W1 OLD DISHWASHER
WITH A NEW GE
BUILT-IN DISHWASHER
•

95

INCLUDING NORMAL
REPLACEMENT INSTALLATION'

•

NO NAND RINSING OR SCRAPING. Built-in
Soft Food Waite Disposer liquefies soft foods
and washes thorn away. Just tilt off large or
hard food scraps

2-LEVEL THORO-WASH has Power Arm to
wash all around .
Power Tower to wash
up. Gets all dishes, glasses, sliver sparkling
dean.

HURRY...this

replacement offer is limited ...
get your new GE Built-in Dishwasher now,

BURY

Car & Home Supply
210 E. Main
Phone 153-5617

A Drawing Every Hour!

Grand Prize $100 Worth Of
Plants

ONLY

8

GRAND OPENING
Saturday & Sunday
FREE DOOR PRIZES

TO BE GIVEN AWAY SUNDAY AFTERNOO
N

Come See The Largest and Finest Selection of
Plant Material In This Area

Hoplunsvdle Club
Schedules Tourney
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. — 5Ss
line Country Club opens (hr
Kentucky tournament scasoc
April 27 and 28 with the Spring
Invitational Tournament.
Early entries include delend
in
champion Ron Acrec r
Murray, former champions Rob
by Wyatt of Clarksville, and
James Pryor, Mayfield.
Also playing in this season
tourney are scratch playei
Tommy Mason of Hopkinssillc
Ike Duncan, Ivan McCrary. anc
Stan England rd Russellvilk
Mack Nelson, Princeton,
Inman, Calwert City; Stacy Ric,
sell, Scottsville: Johnny Petei
Dyersburg. and ('he's , Roddli
Madisonville
For information regarding Oh
Tournament. one nosy telehhoni
Bob Munk. Pro, Skyline Cow)
lry Club. llopkinsville, Ky.. al
4-3694. Arcs Code 502.

Hundreds of Azaleas in full bloom, from 50( up - Potted
Roses in full bloom
- Holly, all varieties - Fruit Trees, both standard and
dwarf - Shade Trees,
all sizes - Evergreens - Complete Line of Fertilizers Grass Seeds and Lawn
Accessories.

FOR COMPLETE HOME LANDSCAPING . .
Call Our Landscape Consultant, Bill Williams,
at 753-5787
ESTIMATES —
I

TZremoT/c,c GROWING Me
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Menaimy, April 22
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
will meet at the home of RoMrs Reins Cole opened bet
the members of the Dorothy
wena Emerson with Darlene Ord„f
the Woman's minion- home at 814 Main Street for
Ford and Pat Goodndge as sly society of the First Baptigt he meeting of the North Mur.
assisting hostesses.
its regular meeting held ray Homemakers Club held on
for Thur
• ••
sday.Apr
on
. April 11. M nine. Friday. il 12, at one thirty
The Creative Arts Departthirty
o'clock
the morning o'clock in the afternoon.
in
merit of the Murray Woman's
The lesson on "UnderstandClub will meet at the club at her home on Kirkwood ing and Accepting Ourselves"
house at 9:30 a.m Hostesses Drive
When the members arrived was presented by Mrs. Ivan
will be Mesdames L W Ramlcgi
Ou
: assisted by Mrs. Carl
intlal
er. K. T. Crawford, Gene Geer- they were seised a delicious
repast by the hostess The food
n. and H. L Oakley
The leaders gave points on
was served buffet style by Mrs
how each one can help to live
The Calloway tounty Branch
4 the Association of ChildMrs. H. L Oakley presented with themselves and others
hood Education will have
, a very inspiring program for more fully and give more freely and more comfortably. They
dinner meeting at the Murray the morning.
Woman's Club House at
A lengthy discussion was said each one needs insight and
••
530•
bekl- concerning the items courage to accept one's self and
Tweeds'', April 13
brought by the members to the only as you can love yourself
weaknesses and
The Music Department of meeting to be given to Rev. with all your
shortcomings, can you began
the Murray Woman's Club will and Mrs. H. L. Hardy. Jr.,
meet at the club house at 7:30 sionaries to Chile, to take beet to. love some one else.
Mrs. John Workman, prep in Hostesses will be Mesdam- to the country as examples of
J.
es Tommye D Taylor, Robert objects to be made by the poi- sident, presided and Mrs. B.
Hoffman gave the devotional
Johnson, Harold Gish. Williams pie themselves.
Nall. Rob Ray. Don Rebhan%
Mrs Ralph Darnell read the reading from Luke 1610-13 and
Vernon Name, and nISS IL& Scripture from John 19:1-15 Proverbs 28:30 closing with
answernets die
han Tile.
Mrs. Irby Hendon had the pray's*. Nine members
thr-rott call by naming their
date of the emoting
Cell to prayer.
favorite spring flower.
. •••
The closing prayer was led
Announcement was made of
Oakley.
Mrs.
Workman
the tea and exhibit and hand•••
made articles for the homemakers at the Murray Woman's
Club House on Tuesday, April
The Penny Homemakers club Scene Presbyterian
30.
met Tuesday. April 16. at one
The members were invited to
o'clock in the afternoon at the
Mrs William Basham was the dining room where t e
home of Mrs Raymond Work- hostess for the meeting of the beautifully decorated birthday
man on the Penny Road.
Cumberland Presbyterian We take and coffee were served.
Mrs Brooks Mood) Presented men of the North Pleasant The cake was for Mrs. Workinteresting
inforand
the very
Grove Church at the April man and Mrs Charlie Crawford
mauve lesson the subject, "Ac- meeting held at her home on who had observed birthdays
cessories For You" She illust- Johnson Boulevard.
last week
rated with pictures.
"Easter Celebration of Life"
Mrs Bailey %gems will be
The president Mrs Ernest was the topic for the lessee hostess for the May 10th meetMadsey. presided and Mrs De- presented with Mrs. Johnny Hiing.
lia Graham gave the devotion ne as the leader She was as• • •
and led in prayer Mrs_ Gra- sisted by Mrs Basham and Mrs.
ham Feltner secretary-treasur. Edwin Cain.
er gave her reports.
The program was closed with
Mrs Vernon Moody conduct- comments and prayer by Mrs by United Press Internstion
el
ed the recreational period with Hina.
Today is Friday, April IS,
Mrs Margaret Nell Boyd being
Mrs Margaret Nell Boyd, the 110th day of 1968 with En
the recipient of the prize.
president presided and opened to follow
hour
reDuring the social
with prayer Mrs Edwin Cain,
The moon is in its last noir.
freshmenU of cake, coffee. and secretary. read the minutes.
ter
Cokes were served by Mrs.
The Basham home was beauThe morning star is Venus.
Workman.
tifully decorated with arrangeThe evening stars are Mars
One other member present, -nents of spring flowers Mrs
and Jupiter
not pievieuslY mont101101- was Basher's served refreshments to
On this day in history:
Mrs Alton Cole Three visitors Mrs Cain, Mrs Hina, Mrs.
In I7n. the Revolutioalley
were Mrs. Perry Hendon. Mrs. Boyd, and Mrs. Delia Graham
Wrr began.
Jack Norswortby. and Mrs. B.
Mrs Boyd will be hoots=
In 1933, the United States
K Trevathan
for the May 14th meeting.
went off the gold standard.
•••
The May 21st meeting will
In 1951, Gen. Douglas Macbe held at the holm of Mrs.
Arthur, recalled from his colllRichard Armstrong
mand in Korea by President
• ••
Truman. told Congress. "Old
Mr and Mrs Roy A Harmon
soldiers never die, they just
and daughter Sherrsel, of De
fade sway"
trod Mich are visiting their
In 1967, former West Gerpareots. Mr and Mrs Harley, Mr and Mrs Dos Siminsine man Chancellor Konrad Ade*
Hale Elm Street Murray, Mr and sons. Kurt and Karl, of auer died at the age of 91
acid Mrs Logan Harmon of Poplar Bluff. Mo., were the
A thought for the day Amer
Murray Route Four, and a host Easter weekend guests of Mrs. Scan author George William
of other relatives in Calloway Simmons mother. Mrs Led:re Curtis said. "while we read
Count)
Andrus. Miller Avenue.
history, we make history."
•••
•••

ffews•-Scene Of Pauly
Basham Home
Homemakers Meet

Women's Meeting

ALMANAC

PERSONALS

•
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Our Service Department has been recently restaffed. We
now have five mechanics, one who specializes in air conditioner repair. Our new service manager is Bill Wilson,
formerly of Wilson Auto Repair. Call him for all your
auto repair needs. W specialize in all types of automatic
transmissions.
Bill Wilson , . home phone 354-6584

Special This Week
Front End Alignment
Balance 4 Wheels
SPECIAL . . .

$9.95
Eugene Collins is our factory-trained front end man.

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
'It

Look For Our Service Special Each Week *

FRIDAY — APRIL 14,011

Land
Transfers

Dorothy Circle
Mrs. Rema Cole is
Has Meeting With Hostess For Meet
Mrs. Neil Brown
North Murray Club
Mrs. Neil Brown entertained

SERVICE

MURRAY, KINTU
CKY

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

0~44
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Uncle May Catch
You Napping
By Abigail Van Buren
IL INS W COMA. Teleeme• V

IFIP•1 Srelk. mei

DEAR ABBY I haven't been able to sleep very well lately
You see. I cheated a little on ms income tax ;Deduction
s 1
Any suggestions'
, SOL
DEAR SOL: Send the lutenist revenue departmem a check
for SIM. And if you still caul sleep, send the balance.
DEAR ABBY. I just finished crying my eyes out
over
something that is not my fault A very nice boy from
school
started dating me and I was on cloud nine I was
never
popular, and he was like an answer to my prayers
Well, he just called me up and told me he couldn't date
me
anymore because his parents have forbidden him
to. The
reason was they heard that my older sister had a baby
out of
wedlock IShe did, but Abby, I have never done one thing
out
of the way, so why should I have to suffer for something
my
sister did') I have even had girl friends tearse
they couldn't
go around with me anymore because Of my anter's
reputation.
tam mill116
-111 Meter. nit &set ass why people should
hold this against.me. How can I prove that I am a "nice"
girl
when I have this against me?
"MARKED" IN SCRANTON

AM
STSMIS SIAM
NOltne VIETNAM
PAJMIANOtt
ONE DAY, IA
SUPIHY ROUT!
11510015 DOwei
mmHg

'

Vietnam!
ROUNDUP
te-

Ibr RAY PAULIN'
UPI Uloateses Editor
Color .it
NEW
white, mak.' it in leghorn or
IMO MI •Elli
organdy, brim it and•you have
MANN
the hat hit of the Easter PaKok
LAOS
rade and after.
YINW
The millinery industry as
early as Jnaury. thinking for
CONG LOSS ISO
°ONO
TIY/NG HUMAN
spring, forecast the white and
MAKI ASSAULT
THAILAN
D
-brimmed
look
a
and
the wide
j Kele SANH
ON US SASS
reserugence for a classic in
AT DAU nesen
leghbrr,
FIGH T 832$ SLAM
women's hats, the
NANO
"OS MASUNG IN
straws in their natural.'yell....
CHU 1,41I
5ON 7 Um Dike TO
AK
ish beige tones
H.ONLANDS ASIA
But forecasting is one thing.
()AK TO
What women buy is another.
75000 MAN
To find what they were selectGUI
PLUS 01151
•ing in hat departments and at
WNON
ON TO sus
CAMBODIA
RIDS OUT OP
hat bars across the nation we
SAIGON ASIA
DAD,
talked with a dozen or more
AM
PROVINCTS
TIEN°
14
*milliners who sell either the
"ANSI
expensive, custom-made hats
011011 SAUl nent
MO
OP Si S MILLION IN
Or inthe mass-produced mar
SAIL
IOUIPMINT SY
Arts.
!Ours vir SOLDISIS
SOC MANG
Important Sheds
IN TIT OffINSIVII
%fleapit—AT nmn
"Oh, undoubtedly white is
SOUTH
WITH AID Of POLK"
the most important shade." said 411
bee
VIETNAM
CIVIL AUTNOMTSIS
a spokesman for Ambrose Hats,
one of the big wholesale firms. made them in big. eomanut uerer copies a big square in
- And yellow is big this season." brims."
fits yellow pages to advertise
Brim Is News
We - re doing a lot with cahats of "genuine fake fur"
"The brim is the news." said
mellia white' and what we call
magnolia
pearl " said
Mr. Haresiek of the firm of Vincent
John's spring preview, included and Harmick 'And every wodozens of -plantation"
hats, man can wear brims."
face-framing and flattering wide "But they must be in probrims reminiscent of those of portion to a woman's size," he
Scarlett O'Hara in you know said. -Atiny woman isn't going to wear a six-inch brim."
what movie
said Emma, a veteran of the
-Our most successful hat has
custom business and hatter for
been the Leghorn," said Adolfo
the likes of Joan Crawford.
BY Edward Roberts
who hats the likes of JacqueAngela Lansbury and Rosalind
line Kennedy, Loretta Young,
RIE)6 ARK orrrnio
RIOAnne Ford, the Ford girls Russell "Our tailored look has
Gilt ea ohe records
of all
the leading mattress
Charlotte and Anne. and Gloria told best."
manu- 0
It has nothing to do with the
Vanderbilt Cooper
facturers show The
almPle
reimport is that people are
-It's an organdy spring." said spring hat picture, but who
getting bigger
the Mexican-born miller Cesar could resist passing( this infor
People are also
mation
along
for
what
it's
wor
Rubio "Lots of organdies in
I etting wiser about
their
whites and the pastels I've th. One New York manufact
needs in Weeping 000tfort
Standard nee beds are 54
by 74 Inches A
queen else
measures in the area of
SO
by ID filches,
while • king
else bed can be
7er80^ 78z$0'
or eves, 78:04" 0
There are also
narrower three
-qoarter and
twin star beds.
and extra length bads
Which do
you needy Well,
that • bed should experts my
be • minimum of 10 inches
the sleeper Thai longer than
means that
• man of &Id"
or more needs
a bed at least
50- long — the
length of a king or
bed Aa to width. queen Ese
well an &venni.' bed. 54"
for each of wide. allows 27
two sleepers —
and it has been
pointed out
that this is less
width of a baby's than the
crlb!
Per a bonus in
aleeptrig
comfort connder
taming a bigger bed You'll
find that,
ingenuity, they fit into with
the
average bedroom
well
MEMO,
and
You'll appreciate
the difference every
morningt
Twin :molar or
king else,
you'll find sleep
squigenent to
tit you and
give you years of
comfort in our
feature the f selection we
amous Shamens
Beautyrest and other
mattresses that
assure you of
quakty and
In, and let sausfaction Come
us tell you
about
the free 46
day test of
the
Ileautyrest.

vigtx -ort —

DEAR ABBY Some new neighbors named Ile
err area.
and we share a 2-party line. Abby. Ilde woman
speaks as good
English as I. because I have heard her, but when
she talks on
the phone she always speaks a foreign language I
consider this
an insult to me What do you think of a neighbor
like this'
BURNED UP
DEAR Bl'RNED She's smart She speaks
a foreign
language because she suspects that Commas may
be Bengali's.
tad she is obviously right.

us

DEAR ABBY I would like to say something
to "A
FATHER." who thinks children ought to be fed first
so he and
Pus wife can have a nice quiet dinner after he
has put in a hard
day's work.
Who, may I ask, is going to prepare 2 meals- one
for the
children and another one, later for the Lord and
Master' The
cook' Sorry, we don't have one
And who as going to look after the children while
father and
mother are enjoying their peaceful meal
without -children
fighting and screaming' The nursemaid' Sorry,
we don't have
one of those either Besides, if the kids are by
themselves.
Mother will probably have to get up and referee
Separate meals may wort in somebody else's house,
but
eat is ours We all eat together It's not always
quiet and
peaceful, but somehow we'll manage to live
thru it
OHIO/4101'HER

•

Nome
Aecorirtiseg
17(44

'Everybody has a onehtem.
yours, For a perseaal
reply write to Abby. Sex elle& LOS Angeles, Cal.. MSS and
meelseea stampe& self-addressod navels',
HATE TO WRITE LETTRIUIT SEND Si TO ABBY. BOX
NM, LOB ANGELES. CAL, Mel, FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET
"HOW TO WIUTE LETTERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS."

By SHEILA W ALPO
ROME
— Princess Irene
Galitzuse borrowed the blouse
off the Navy's back for hex
spring summer high fashion collection today.
Her middies were complete
with sailor collars and lacing.
Some were in navy blue but
Galitsine did not belabor the
point.
For day wear she suggested
the middy in white silk, checked in brown with white lacing.
The matching skirt was pleated and covered a pair of brown
bermuda shorts. A more formal, sleeveless middy was shown
in black 'shantung with a Jeweled belt
Centime liked color combin-.
ation—red, white and black;
black and green, black and red;
navy and white
Her newest idea .for evening
was the long gown slit to show
off mattlung shorts
Galitzine opened the fourth
I day of high fashion showings
for international buyers and
press in R.DITle
Although the Roman fashion
mood is flexible, a few fixed
points have emerged in the
first half of the Italian nigh
fashion showings
So far there has been no
serious attempt to lower hemlines They remain above the
knee
There is a new interest in
waistlines and belts.
Nonftesh colored stockings
are still "in" on the Italian fashion scene with flat or lo*.
heeled shoes
Colors still were controversial with some designers backing an almost bleached -out look
and the rest opting for bright
shades.
Mils Schon, the Milan de-signer who presented her collection at a fashionable Rome
hotel Monday night, kept the
color scheme subtle
This designer used light wool
double-face fabrics for sprtng
coats and suits The innovation
was-mosaic like insets in shapes

ACTRESS IN CASTS Actress .101171 Crawford has toe-to-knee
casts on her legs after slipping and falling while leaving an
airplane at Greater Cincinnati Airport Her right ankle
was sprained badly and ligaments were torn In her left
ankle, which was broken three months ago She was in
town to fill a speaking engagement

Color It
White For
A Hat Hit

DEAR NARKED: Deal try to "prove" anything. People
who are mot willing to judge yea on your ow•
record are not
worth having as friends.

Navy's Blouse
Borrowed For
Spring Fashion

R. H. Williams to Jamie Don
Washer and Shirley Washer;
lot in Williams Subdivision.
James D Futrell and Nancy
J. Futrell to Dalton H. Moffett
and Treva R. Moffett of Garden City, Mich ; one acre on
Williams Chapel Road.
Edgar Short Futrell and
Pattie Futrell to Mary Angelyn
Holcomb; lot on U.S. Highway
641.
Jerry Pat Osborn and Wanda Osborn to Larry G. Gooch
and Scherrie B. Gooch; property in Calloway County.
Jimmy H. Ford and Pansy
R. Ford to James McKinney
&al Odessa McKinney; lot in
Circarama Subdivision,
Circarma Properties, Inc. to
James McKinney and Odessa
McKinney; lot in Circarama
Subdivision.
Beulah Broach to George
Fielder, Jr., and Jo Broach
Fielder; lot in W. H. Broach
Addition.

like stylized flowers or amoebas The favored colors were
shades of white, browns, beiges .
and terra cottas and peacock
blues.

•

HOT WEATHER IS HERE
wHY NOT ENJOY A NEW OR h0011 USED
AIR CONDITIONED CAR
* We have 25 New Cars with air.

' * We have 15 Good Used Cars with
air.
From 1962 models and up.

Also many, many Good Used One Owner Cars
. . . all serviced and ready to go.
—

USED PICKUPS

I* 3 - 1965 models, two are V-8s.
"•* I - 1966 model'
4 -ton.

* Also some older model trucks.

HOLCOMB' CHEVROLET
South 12th Street

r
,

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-2617

See Us Before You .
,13
Z
.
"From Anybody!
On-The-Spot 5/Z4
1
ass.

•WINEISse

Financing and

NI I C Inatercenre
esIMI

See . . . Clyde Steele • Donald Watson • J. H. Nis • Jesse McKinney

_
Northside Shopping
Center
Phone 753-1474
OPEN THURSDAY
AND
FRIDAY NIGHTS t
UNTIL CM

•

•
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DON SOUDER SHOP for MEN

AFE AND SECURE

1304 Chestnut St

HI
The Church is God's appointed money in this
world for spreading the knowledge of His lore
for man and of His demand for man to respond
to that love by loving his neighbor. Withart
this grounding in the love of God, no govern-

How confidently he sleeps. Mother and Daddy are
irNthe next room. Teddy Bear is right beside him.
We, also, desire a feeling of confident security. We

ment

of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so
dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, seen

want to do good and live with honor in this life, free

VIM? 011111111TIAle CRIIRCE
111 N. rirte sweet
worm 111. Purest. pastes
010 a.m.
Sunday Sonata
10:10 a.m.
Wordily Hour .....
..... . 7 00 p m
Evening Service
.... 6 30 p.m
Rho Ireliowahlp
6 -00 p.m
CT? Felloweitip
third Wednesday
blee's Irellowsithi
Tuoiday
third
Meet.
("IT Gen

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

AND
IIGHTS

because

mom's life, death and

way

it tells

OWENS FOOD MARKET
The Best In Choke Steaks

SAE filli4/1111 OVERRILLAND
P113111111W11/110AR cavacz
see. MS am& peeler
Sunday Sabo& ...
11:11 am.
alorrany worship
1 1 :1111 sm
IFesentg Worship
7.011 lam

iketdicak 2husit

CAPRI THEATRE
Located on Chestnut Street

Phone

7153-1319

After Church Try Our Sunday Buffet
11:31 a.m. - 2 p.m.
U.S. Hwy. 641 South
Phone 753-5988

Phone 492-8121

GROWERS — PROCESSORS — PACKER
S
Rocket Center
Phone 753-1723

BOONE'S INCORPORATED
The Cleaner That's Interested In You

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET INC.
Toornour.
EZEI.L BEAUTY SCHOOL

Beauty Services To All it School Prices
"WE BUILD
CAREERS"

surcEssirtn,

408 No. 4th Street

Phone 753-4723

SUSIE'S CAFE
WARD & ELKINS

National Hotel Building

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag

Phone 753-7992

409 Maple Street

Phone 753-013

TRENHOLM'S DRIVE-IN

-KENTUCKY LAKE LODGE REST.

MURRAY WHOLESALE

KENTUCKY LAKE FISH DINNERS
Day. a Week from 5 a.m. toll p.m.
Aurora Rd on Hwy. 88
Phone 474-2259

Benny Penny Chicken - Pieria - Spagnetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More

Open 7

GROCERY CO.

.-

12th az Chestnut

Phone 753-2997

KENTUCKY LAKE OIL COMPANY

CAIN & TAYLOR GULF SERVICE
WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC
CO-OPERATIVE CORP.

We Give Treasure Chest Stamp*"

JOBBERS

OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS

New Concord

Phone 753-1323

Night 753-3548
Phone 753-5012

rosTOZIThins.

INDOOR COMFORT CENTER
Mid= et Freed Cotbam Co., Inc.
Healing - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning

'It's Finger LIAM' Good"
Sycamore at 12th - Call-in Orders 753-7101

Rh at Chestnut

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASS'N
Serving Farm Families Since 1936
Phone '753.2924
Industrial Road

Phone 474-23•11

HAZEL LUMBER COMPANY
-wit TREAT YOU THE MKT

PALACE DRIVE-IN

Day 753-5862

Massey-Ferguson — Sales & Service

- Rt. 1. Hardin

Service to Memphis and St. Loeb
Phone 753-1717

Phone 153-4682

STOKES TRACTOR & IMP. CO
•

Aurora Rd

the truth which

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
Daily

Coed Cars — Minor Repave"
"We Specialise in Hot Pit Barbecue"

Industrial Road

THE HITCHING POST

LOCUST OROTZ
CEUSCII Or Ifilijile•2•31Z)111
Klrksey. Keetucky
Senors Beireuien. salloW4wr
Sunday ilehooi
...... 1111:011 am.
Meriting Worship
.. 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night Servis
.
AM p.m.

FRESH
Phone 753-2202

BAR-R-Q RIBS

CHRISMAN POPCORN CO.

CORVETTE LANES, INC.
Its Red — Fine Food

to 9 P.M. —

NEE THE OLD COUNTRY STORE
Mlle West of Kerslake State Park

Hazel, Kentucky

MILLDAM!? VALLEE 011113110E
OP OWLET
Idurvay-Pettartnwe Read
Leroy Lem. wooweee
BOW Study
MOO am.
isieraine WeewItIP
11:00 am.

Five Points

•

FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH nnd

474-21211

"WHERE SALES & SERVICE
GO
South 12th Street
Phone 753-2617

Phone 753-1933

1409 Main St

Aurora, Ky.
Phone
YEAR - 6 4.M.

— OPEN ALL
FEATURING

the truth (thou,

destiny;

Phone 753-5960

HOLIDAY RESTAURANT

alone will set him free to live as a [bald of

MURRAY LIVESTOCK COMPANY

•

and Typewriters
Five Points

This church page is being sponsored by the following business firms and interested persons:

"For AU Your Fertiliser Needs"
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•In the New Testament, Jude writes, "God is able to
keep you from falling, and to present you faultless

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M.
Billy Morgan - Max Whitford - Joe Stewart
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from a sollish point of view, one should support
the Church for the sake of the welfare of him-

of the fear of falling into sin. God wants this for us,
too. And He sees and knows how hard we try.
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An investment in- Your Future

So

Weenniserter Pellowsiiip
olversity Student.

KENTUCKY

Phone 753-4832

CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
— We Give s&H Green Stamps —
Phone 753-9091
Five Pointe

5 POINTS WELDING SERVICE
Harold Vaughn - Owner
Complete Shop and Portable Welding
Service
Septic Tanks - Tow Trucks
Mareid Highway
Phone 753-4529

A FRIEND

•

FACTORY OUTLET STORES
QUALITY APPAREL FOR MKS
AT LOW, LO1V 1P,ItitES
Murray - Mayfield - Paducah - Fulton
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51 J VslON lit -1••
Essplo•e4 a. asglias editor of Sports
Afield and author of the hook "Loess on
Has. Fishing," Jaso• i• rossidereil the
world'. leadiog authowit• on bow fishing.
There isn't. and can't be. an. suit% thing as -the
best tackle foebassi"—escept for you. and for
the place and time of %OW iishisg. But there
certain's cas tor that, so let's disems
nearls all begin with she "poldt-leante
or"-spin, rod" reel. a form-of elsoilij palsies
--reeL-ten•e ?weer caihrforalsgunnisigratieft--or—lets put it bloody—ins of nee* head. He
who doesn t get to isle elms. or Who regard.
&lung as tow a pastime, shoold stick to reels 01
this tspe tor most radian dose in kmerica.
fresh water Stoll a fisherman would not he at
all happy with more adsaieced tackle

USING SPINC.iSTIREELS
There is now on the market a huge varier, of
^
spineast reels, but it NI uses smeary to re
three up.. selecting one that Ina preys esowfscorert. 1) Avoid yen cheap *sec :thelf'd be
•ure to give You trouble before
Some.
ttes imported. are tor larger and heavier. with
tar greaser line • spirits, thas is needed even in
Wilting toe muskellusser, iii. well to avoid such
clowns items 31 If You buy an imported spincam together) reel, make sure that it ha* a wellknows and coinpletels reliable Americas drtrilhosor. It you &it. and some small pert goes
hod,'well Ind sonnetf among the great sisnoher en this eesern -Ouch" with foreign reels
•tot their essli have repeorood.'•-•

TIMES

—

MURRAY

,,5555555

555

KENTUCKY
555555,

.11.• lighter lures than the • loseo oar —but such
small lures base niorc Om,. in fishing for mai.
L•I species than tor
IUD<

SPINCAST SANE AS CASTING ROD
Although there seems to be some question
or ronturine et to the similarities and differ
roles of serious rods. a spin, alt and • casting
rod are exactly the same thing in all respects
In recent years, man, rods 1th as well as cast
ing-spinning) base been made with hugels thick.
stifl butts These were ,rested by designers of
ladies panties mad hats, not hsherrnen, who
seemed to think that making them thus crowbar stiff toward the butt gas,- them -power a-hon.'or some such thing, really. it only made
them extremely disagreeable to U.Ye
1111th or nithOUt the hayfork
butt, one often
hods flexibility in only a short piece near the
tip This Is but another example ot - planned
ohaoless rove- or -new model- perpetrated by
edYertising men who know little or nothing about
practical, all-day fishing It should be added
that nothing could be len suitable for practical
tutting than arr sake nowousent rad exhibition
SISInt11114t tau lie
DON'T BEND ROD BY HAND
—that
—Ness/ bend a rod to,
Amid prose nothing and might damage s good
rod Run a line through the guides, attach dl.
something well out is frost. eutdoes, with iho
butt perpendicular to where the line is tied in
• front. pull back with oaly moderate force A
rod with good, pleasant action will begin to bend
neat the grip. but the main bend will come in
about the front half, roughlY in the form of a
semicircle There is room tor legitimate diger•
fere of opinion as to what the exact bend should
be. hut itwill be somewhere on this order to
suit ant experienced angler
NONOFILANENT LINE IS BEST
Plain monotilansent line. ot good grade. is bet
ter on a spiocast or other spinning reel than
braided arginfilament or other braided line The
lower stainnalb so founds. the better it will east
itras fooliablo use • line so light that you
woad lose all sour good fish b. basing them
tangle the line in weeds or brush Mat h the
strength of sour line tot where sou hati
The open, under-red opiateg reel will give
more &stamp than will mist opieraws—ne the
rather fife OVenniCIOP nben very kug costs wont
actually catch fewer bass than would casis of
only moderate laligth. Th • vim reel will hags

VOLENT YOUNG
MARIE LASSITER
Murray, Leatesity
"THE SHOP FOR SMART YOUNG WOKEN"

The
Ikasinessman's
Choke for
Fine
Printing

10°

5555,5555,

555

• 55%5

111 S. Mb arse.

USED CARS

* Phone 753-51162 *

IVINCHESTF.R PRINTING SERVILE
403 Maple
Murray, Ky
Sou thside 00,4rt Square
Phone 753-5397

CAIN & TAYLOR

BOONES, INC.

Marrars Largest sad Meet Medlars Marled

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY EVENING
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway
lliftitTay, KentdC.17

"Coffee, Jim?" Fresh from the
camper trailer kitchen any time,
as Senior titisen• choose to folkee the sun with all home comforts, the year 'round.

(loaning up from the gas grill in
the backyard, with minimum fuss
and little to clean up afterward.
• juicy steak broiled in the out.
doors.

Phase 753-2612
Plve Convenient Locations .
1207 Math - 600 Poplar - Story
Avenue
1603 Oollege ?arm Road

PUBLIC SALE
SATURDAY

free simulcast splendidly—but the% are unduly
large and turtavi he the Ad American standards
Some highly touted awl expensise imported
• &sting reels base been quite poor Mans set
crane prefer the much lighter (usualls nut much
met h•e °unrest sarrowfrosse American reel,
usualls without free spool
Most now INV monohLarnent ..n mailing reels
-- who h an error. and .onfuses casting with
spinning. NolLitirard, is,.. waterproofed • miring
hoe, often hard to hnd. mast. IllUgh the belt, •nd
ii most free from ho klashes
but will not wear
sers long The usual waterpr,oited. hard braid
casting line is somewhere between soft-braid
and monohlament line in wearing and ,sating
qualities

GULF SERVICE
Ilk sad Ilia Streets
Murray, lestalsky
FEEBLE TAYLOR • C. IL. CAIN,
JR.

LIBERTY
Super Market

abort belly often (3und now. It should always be offleeting type. Makers have tried to
popularise deep fishing for bass with fly tackle,
to *ell sinking lines, but most anglers regard
that as slow and boring, and prefer to change
to
spinning or casting tackle when dies must fish
deep. I ha•••• not toed the new numbers for line
sites that some line makers are forcing on unwilling anglers. since, due to the method of deciding what numbers to assign, theY are unsuitable tor torpedo ithrre•diarneter, such as GBF)
lines.

USE CASTING TACKLE PROPERLY

o• MINOR REPAIRS

, MAY 11, 1968 - 10 A.M.

South of Mayfield on Highway 97 in Bell City, Kentuc
ky

Property of Berry and Essie Bowen (deceased)
L W. MURDOCK - ADMINISTRATOR
Phone 332-5191 - Mayfield, Kentucky

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
"FISHERM AN'S HEADQUARTERS"
ow Zenith TVs

It is admitted that fls tackle filSes the mint sport
and pleasure in fishing for hon. espem ialls where
the. run rather small Asmiid the usual long
hea•s thing sold a. a 'bass bug rod,- it is uni
duls •Iumss and tiring, and seems to he going
rather rapolls out of favor It is 111U4 It better to
use a Hs rod of 8 beet. or perhaps even a shade
shorter. with -trout- action and stick to bass
poppers no bigger •rounii than. say, the ayerage
ball point pen not roe, about bi-inch long, snd
with no hulks stuff .ti.-king out to offer unilu.
air resioanc• on a-vaall.
bass, such a rmi
will work hest with a C level line, or, better,
the more expensive CBI' -bugdaper." with a
short from taper and a belly (largest partfear
least not mush shorter than 25 feet - not the

Trieste loons
ours in** cessiea

so,

753-1933
W.aid

WARD-ELKINS
We Have All Makes of Guns

lizer
Yap

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANTIIIIMO!

Curoholly • Aseurataly /Med
Railroad Avenue

HUGHES PAINT STORE

• HT-ILLAS PAINTS
• GLIDDEN PAINTS
401 Maple Street

• WALLPAPER
• LINOLEUM
Murray, Kentucky

SUPERIOR
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
— FREE —
PICK-UP and DELIVERY

301 No. eft illwast

• CARPET
• TILE
Phone 759-3642

MARTIN
OIL PRODUCTS

Phone 753-1613

& FERTILIZERS

MASSEY-FERGUSON 166
,yrortwl 4-Inews all lob" tractor with the
unousrergusew System use your
choice at
4 0

Mb•POPLAR

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

-

For

Murray, Ky.

"WEST KENTUCKY'S TRANSPORTATION CENTER"
corms= casysirs CORP. Liws
DEPENDABLE USED CARS

CHEMICAL
CO., INC.
"PEOMPT, EFFICIENT SCRYICII IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"

POPCORN PROCESSORS

work!' Itese-Soaline

ritopcs 7111-1372

HUTSON

POPC01111 COMPIIIN
ASSEY-FERGIr SON 135

Chestnut Street

Remember—TAYLOR MOTORS

9

FLY TACKLE FOR SPORT

Pbone 753-2571

too Sporting Goods
Ilk•POPLAR

Ekas

East Main Street

Murray. sty

Murray, Kentucky

Plasma
7334114

416146-401d aria&

Harmon Whitnell

_./
*Pnlittal
lOON
T 11
Your
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Casting tackle oyes murk better control of both
the lure, in casting, and ot the hooked hsh—
but I think it's best kit to one who takes his'
Milling at least modetairl% seriously. And will
learn to use it properly.
Some expensive, iniported i amine reels, with

THE MADEMOISELLE SHOP, INC.

System Oustkar
eo tea

.5.

Most rods now sold tor reels of this type
seem to be of 6/
1
2 feet, though mans expert anglers prefer one of 7 feet A good rule is -that
the lighter the lure to be used, the longer the
rod should be_
This rule is in spite 1.1 the fact that some
sears ago makers tried to boost sales by promoting what they ealled— uttra light—(pinning
tackle with sirs short rods and ridiculousls
light lines. Sensible anglers soon learned that
using this would mean losing all their good hsh
where there were weeds..nags or such in the
water—as there are in aunt places—rind landing only the tin, ONES. Of ,ourse it would esen
Land a very big hob in ..impletrly open
water, even for the steeliest dub—it he didn't
become bored to death faro his fiddling around
so longloth an exhausted hob that he couldn't
Awing close. You will still hod an extremely few
who brag that tries are
tans. they are
merely showing how little the, know about
really practical fishing Or Li. kl,

...e-1=1•111111111

Passe 711-3612
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CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
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Shop open
Saturday.

Monday

FOR

WINNIITNE

through
A-22-C

Juan

HOUSE TRAILER 10' x 58', 3tiedroonas and 1Y. baths. Couple
only, no pets. Call after 4:00
p. m., 753-2930.
A-20-C

tion line 72'i poles to a
stake corner to • Raymond
WerknUm, thence south with
Red Dorty and the Walter
Scarbrough line 724 poles
to a stake thence west /78
poles to a stake, thence south
24% poles to a stake, thence
west 4 poles to the point of
beginning, containing 37 acres more or less.
For the purchase price, the
purchaser must execute bond,
with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day
of sale, until paid, and having
the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared
to comply promptly with these
terms.
Darrell Shoemaker,
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
ll-A-5-12-19

A-20-P 20 x u play room, patio and room brick home, wftli carpetdouble carport. This beautiful ing, air-conditioning. Near KenBUSINESS
•
'61 FORD Convertible; '58 and spacious home is well loFURNISHED, modern 2-bedroom
OPPORTUNITIES
tucky Lake on Highway 88, at
NOW OPEN new Westwood Chevrolet Station Wagon; '57 cated in a nice neighborhood.
lake cottage, accomodating six.
Phone
Road,
Camp
Moore's
Subdivision at the south end Cadillac; '52 Willys Station Wa- Lot 129' x 150'.
Futrell, 527-8177, Benton, WILL SIT with elderly or alcb Call Green Wilson for reservaof South Eighteenth Street, one gon. Clean, good tires, local WE INVITE you to contact us Jay
lady. Preferable at the hospit tions, after 5:00 p. m., 753-3536.
half mile from city limits. Over cars, good condition. Good used anytime, day or night, or come
H-A-22-C
A-19-C
one hundred choice lots to lawn mowers. John Deere farm by our office and discuss the AUCTION SALE: Antique Auc- aL 753-1348.
choose from, price range from tractor with plow and disc, new purchasing or selling of your tion, Saturday, April 20, 1968,
WANTED TO BUY
$1200 to $2400. No money down 'rear tires. McCuistion Auto Real Estate.
darting at 10:00 a. m. Located
Highway.
TV
TOWER.
and small monthly payments. Electric, Concord
Call 753-6123 afTUCKER REALTY & Ins. Co., four miles south of Murray on
Johnson,
Freeman
Realtor, Phone 753-3175. Van Dorm, 502 Maple Street, Murray, Ken- Highway 641 at Hubert's An- ter 5:00 p. m.
A-19-NC
NOTICE OF SALE
I{-A-19-C tucky, 753-4342.
TFC valve grinder.
Phone 753-2731.
Donald R. tiques. Partial listing, spinning
THE COMMONWEALTH
"MOST WANTED"
David
SERVICES OFFERED
wheel, two round dining tables,
Calloway
Kentucky,
of
Stuart Neff (above), conREAL GOOD BUY! Lot and two. 30-TON Commercial Air-Condi- Tucker, Home telephone, 753old
frames,
coffee
picture
mills,
G.
Bobby
5020;
Grogan,
Home
BlaH.
James
Court,
Circuit
victed forger who uses aliases
Panorama tioning System. Now located in
trailer,
bedroom
POSITION WANTED: Construcand frequents racetracks, has
A-19-C old Capitol Theatre building. Telephone, 753-4978, Pearl T. guns, wash stand, old beds, tion Superintendent, now living lock, Committee for Eva FarmShores. 753-4481.
chairs,
old
Tucker,
secretary
Home
desk.
telephone,
753been placed on the FBI's list
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ASByGOOD AS GOLD
Edward Wymark
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• girlfriend forgot about Marlyn
To London he received • phone call
from klostyn'• wife Olga She came
to OK Verreker at his apartment
and asked his advice aboutu.
=7
tak Calcutta to be with her h
Olga told Verreker that she had engaged • lawyer She had also diecovered to her surprise Tony had
too° pounds Is • secret bank account

•

.
I

C-

a.,

CHAPTER 4
I STOPPED in the Brornpton
I Road and telephoned Sebastian. There was no reply, so I
drove round to the Gargoyle and
later got stinking drunk in a
bar nearby No Julia, No Sebastian I felt bloody lost.
It was ten o'clock in the
morning when I eventually woke
up I spent a few moments
thinking, and then decided it
was Friday.
I bathed and shaved and put
on a blue stilt.

phone message from Sebastian
asking me round for a drink.
AA I began to clean the razor
I'd lett dirty in the morning the
doorbell rang. There were two
men standing In the dark hall
and one of them said
"Excuse me. Mr Verreker 7"
I nodded. '
"I'm a police officer, may I
come in?"
I said "oh" and "yea" but
didn't feel frightened. I suppose
I was expecting them sooner or
later From the beginning I had
felt Olga Mostyn'• visit was not
so much a coincidence as the
beginning of a chain reaction. I
was becoming helplessly enmeshed in trouble, the sort of
trouble that other people get
into but which seldom touches
yourself

Outside it still wasn't raining,
but the sky was darkly overcast. I decided there was snow

There was a silence, then
Preston cleared his throat and
continued, though now more
self-consciously He said, "Have
you ever failed to declare any
goods In the past. coming into
England 7"
"Not to my knowiedge.••

"I have here the list of all the
articles you've imported in the
last three years" He read out
some of the items and a sort of
telescoped picture of my career
In E I.A
rushed through my
was
The first P°1-Iceme4
big mind. Binoculars from Hong
and looked a more prosperous. Kong; my first trip;
a camera
larger and neater version of
the second time, a radio from
Gabin as Simenon's Malgret. He
Tokyo, opera glasses from Tosaid, "My name is Adeane, and
kyo the time I'd nearly missed
this is Mr Preston of the Excise
the crew bus, and those drink.
Department " Preston wore •
trig gleams I'd been given in
belted mackintosh and looked
Beirut by a bogus Sheik. Preens though he'd worked on the
third floor in hardware for some ton read on nel ly and I half
listened
years and couldn't forgive any
"Do you agre4 you brought
of us for it. His accent was
very ordinary and surprisingly these things in?
"As far as I can remember.
featureless when he said good
yes."
evening.
"May I see the camera you
I closed the door and Adeane
stood unself-conacioualy in his bought in September?"
I looked at him angrily "Is
overcoat in the doorway of the
sitting-room They didn't take there anything else?"
"Yes," said Adeane
''The
their coats off, but sat down
when I asked them to They watch you've got on."
I
took
off
the
watch
and
got
wouldn't smoke or drink. Surprisingly. Preston spoke first. the camera from the bedroom.
Intently Preston examined them
He said
"We are just making routine both and then said, 'Thank

I collected the newspaper and
read that Inspector Adeane of
Scotland Yard's Special Branch,
at the request of M.A., was flying to Calcutta and other unspecified places in the Far East
to Investigate the recent gold
Ernuggling allegations. "A EuroOpen International Airways
spokesman said last night that
the Company were naturally
concerned in maintaining their
high reputation and status in
the would of commercial aviation, especially in the Far Eastern sphere
It was natural,
therefore, that aU possible resources were being utilized to
check the truth of the Indian
Government's allegation." On
being reminded of the two cases
exposed this week, it went on to
say that "the Company will take
disciplinary action against the
members of their staff concerned and an invesUgation is on Inquiries about some Customs
hand at home to eradicate once Irregularities. Mr. Verreker'•
I said to Adeane, "The papers
and for all what few offenders
remain Naturally, a very small said you were in Calcutta."
Adeane looked at his large
Rpm ber of our crews, possibly
Iles than half a dotert are In- square black shoes "You can't
•
and the public must not believe everything you read, can
liesiggerate the significance of you, Mr Verreker ?"
I fumbled with a cigarette
these few. Cont on p.8."
and a lighter and said, "How
I didn't bother to continue on
p.8 because folding and reading
•newspaper while opening a tin
of tomato juice is impossible.
The tomato juice was more important I felt better after it and
went downstairs after doublelocking the front door

"No," I said. "I haven't Is
that a routine inquiry, by the
way'
Postai looked at Adeline
"Because if It is," I pointed
out mildly, "don't you think I
ought to ask my lawyer to step
round?" I thought that sounded
all right.

Ill YEARS of proud service
proves that beauty is a number one business Make it your
business to become an Avon
Mts.
Write:
Representative.
Evelyn I.. Brown, Avon Mgr,
440 Shady Grove Road, Marion,
HA-20-C
Ky. 42054.

CRIME WAVE
HITS CITY-- TEN HOMES
HAVE BEEN
ROKEN
INTO

OH,
DEAR

DON'T WORRY
AUNT FRITZI

I GAVE OUR DOG A PARTY
TODAY AND SOME OP THE
GUESTS DECIDED TO
STAY ALL NIGHT

St, 4 6 .0 ON -OP AV.
•,•••S. V..4 tot., frrodhos•0.

No? WHERE
IS IT 2

"Satisfied I" I asked.
"Can you think of any

can I help you?"
Adeane said, "You knew Mostyn well didn't you?"

reason
why we shouldn't be, Mr. Verteker?" Adeane said.
"I can't, no."
Preston looked up at me and
said, "Have you ever visited
anyone in Hong Kong?"
"What do you mean by anyone?"
"Met any residents there, socially for instance?"

"Anthony Mostyn 7"
He nodded
"Yee, we trained on Comets
together In the summer. I liked

who?"
I told hint all I could think of.
"You•Ve never met • Mr.

him, why?"
"He's in Calcutta prison."
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"Have you hei.rd of him?"
"I know."
"All these names are the
"Did it surprise you?"
coming.
"Nothing surprises me in In- same to me in China. WongChang - Wang - Sling - Klong I drove round to Duke of dia."
York Street. parked the ear op"You don't think he's guilty, Kiang You know,"
Adeane smiled and felt better.
posite Wheeler's and walked then?"
along Jermyn Street
Preston looked prissy and I
"I didn't say that."
felt like tipping him for his
"You inferred, it."
I had a drink at Jules Bar
trouble
"Did I?"
and then %vent back to Wheel'
"Did you know he was smug- (To Br Continued Tomorrow)
er's for smoked trout. After that
From the Coward-McCann. Inc. novel C Copyright. 1967, Edward Wynekrk
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
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The Georgia legislature has
never designated an official
nickname for the- state. although it has variously been
called the Empire State of the
South. the Cracker State, the
Goober State, the Peach State,
the Buzzard State and Yankeeland of the South,
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641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE

S111DENTS...

shr

Murray Loan Co.

MONEY HEADQUARTERS
-EN

College Cleaners

Hospital Report

P8W1110 VOW/ PROFIT IDEAS FOR PROGRESSIVE FARMERS

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

GET READY FOR EARLY
CORN PLANTING

...spread fertilizer ahead of corn planting
TIME OF PLANTING AFFECTS YIELD

1AL

CORN -BUSHELS PER ACRE

TIME aid
TEMPtRAIIIRE

75k6363

PEOPLES HANK

WALLIS DRUG

End Crankshaft Damage!
Girt en AMF/HOMKO
with the
shock•olbsorbing
Fiexor Blade

ibexibie toed blade
recaps back If • has a
rock or tree root,
preventing damage to
crankshaft old saving
you. map,rep.* Mt
Meets A SA.sash
eieneside.
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Washington is to agree on PhTass said.
But -many of the U.S. sug- nom l'enh or Warsaw
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Waldrop's Saw & Lock
Shop
Niurr it

it

1'/
1
44

Alabama Sites
As the than shows. ere h day corn planting
is delayed after the fine week in May in the
central corn belt can coat as much as one
hush.! a day in yield. Tithes why it's 44()
important totakeadvantageoftheENTIRE
growing season by planting early.
Which means it also pays to get pre-plant
fertilleingdoneearly.That way, when planting lime arrives, you wont be bogged down
in planting and heavy fertilizing at the saine
time. You're far more likely to get the crop
in on time because you'll be able to get it in
quicker with less fertilizing to be handled
right on top of planting.
Another benefit of fertilizing before spring
thaw: No mud to contend with. It's easier on

equipment, which cuts maintenance costs.
Also saves fuel because the equipment
doesn't have to work as hard:St retcheit your
valuable time too.
.
Yes, held test, and farmers' experience in
elate after state have proven the value of
early corn planting And pre-fertilizing.
Why are we telling you all this'? sure. we
want to sell you fertilizer. But we also want
to Nell you a program that gives you the
maximum ponsible profit Because when you
come out ahead, we conic out also. 141 fact,
the whole community comers out ahead.
Let's get together soon and talk about it
at no vost or obligation to you.
.
V.

HUTSON CHEMICAL CO. INC.
Murray, Kentucky

Phone 753 1933
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'RAIN OR SHINE - CALL US'
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